Introduction
============

With the development of functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), it is widely accepted that any simple activity or functional and status changes in the brain originate from complex interactions of numerous brain regions and brain networks, rather than depending on a single brain region.[@b1-ndt-11-2573] In 2001, Raichle et al[@b2-ndt-11-2573] first suggested that there is a highly ordered functional network in the brain in awake and resting states with the absence of focus on the outside world, namely, the default mode network (DMN). Since then, many studies have confirmed the existence of the DMN and have pointed out that it is closely associated with maintenance of alertness[@b3-ndt-11-2573],[@b4-ndt-11-2573] including monitoring the external environment, maintaining self-consciousness,[@b5-ndt-11-2573] and emotional processing.[@b6-ndt-11-2573] The DMN undergoes significant changes during physiological sleep[@b3-ndt-11-2573] and in conditions involving cognitive impairment such as Alzheimer's disease[@b7-ndt-11-2573] and Parkinson's disease.[@b8-ndt-11-2573] Given the important role of DMN in cognition and alertness, many scholars have started to investigate the relationship between altered alertness and anesthetics.[@b9-ndt-11-2573]--[@b11-ndt-11-2573]

Propofol is the most widely used sedative-hypnotic drug in clinical anesthesia. However, current studies of the effects of propofol on DMN have failed to provide detailed observation and comprehensive investigation of overall and internal changes and effects in the DMN with the gradual changes of alertness.[@b12-ndt-11-2573],[@b13-ndt-11-2573] This study aimed to investigate the DMN and its changes with increasing doses of propofol and progressive deepening of sedation.

Methods
=======

Participants
------------

This study was performed in the Beijing Tiantan Hospital (Beijing, People's Republic of China), and all the participants were workers responsible for cleaning the hospital. Inclusion criteria were: 1) aged 18--40 years; 2) right-handed; 3) no comorbidities; 4) American Society of Anesthesiologists grade I; and 5) body mass index 18.5--25 kg/m^2^. Exclusion criteria were: 1) history of any chronic, mental, or nervous system disease; 2) history of traumatic brain injury or surgery; 3) history of long-term administration of sedative or analgesic drugs; 4) history of long-term heavy smoking or drinking; or 5) magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) contraindications.

The basic procedures and requirements of the experiments were explained to the participants, and they signed written informed consent forms. On the day of experiment, the explanations were provided again. Participants were allowed to exit the experiment for any reason during the experimental process. The study was approved by the Ethics Committee of Beijing Tiantan Hospital, Capital Medical University. The whole experimental process accorded with the Declaration of Helsinki.

Experimental procedures
-----------------------

### Propofol administration

Studies have shown that a 2.3--3.5 μg/mL dose of propofol may lead to a loss of alertness in 50% of individuals.[@b14-ndt-11-2573] Therefore, concentrations of 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, and 3.0 μg/mL were pretested. Concentrations of 1.0 μg/mL achieved an Observer's Assessment of Alertness/Sedation scale (OAA/S) score close to 4 (lethargic response to name spoken in normal tone), and 3.0 μg/mL achieved an OAA/S score of 2--3 (respond only after name is called loudly and/or repeatedly and/or after mild shaking).[@b15-ndt-11-2573]

### MRI

Participants fasted and avoided drinking 6 hours and 4 hours prior to the experiments, respectively. Half an hour before scanning, a catheter was placed in the participants' left median cubital vein, and 200--300 mL of lactated Ringer's solution was infused. Participants' heads were fixed in the coil, and the skull was immobilized with sponge pads to prevent head movements. Rubber earplugs were used to reduce noise. Scanning was started after a 10-minute rest. Participants were required to close their eyes, to maintain calm breathing, and to keep still without focused thinking. When the experiments started, the infusion was maintained, and participants received nasal oxygen through a catheter. A MRI monitor (GE Healthcare Bio-Sciences Corp., Piscataway, NJ, USA) was used for real-time electrocardiographic monitoring, noninvasive blood pressure (mean arterial pressure, right upper arm), oxygen saturation, and end-tidal carbon dioxide pressure. The OAA/S and respiratory rate were recorded, and the presence of respiratory depression (oxygen saturation \<95%; respiratory rate \<10 breaths/min; apnea time \>6 seconds) was observed. An AES-TIVA MRI anesthesia machine (GE Healthcare Bio-Sciences Corp.) was used as backup.

Target-controlled infusion (MODULE DPS ORCHESTRA IS3; Fresenius Kabi Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd., Baden Humboldt, Germany) of propofol (batch number FY707; AstraZeneca plc, London, UK) was immediately performed after fMRI (maximum 500 mL/h to maintain a plasma concentration of 1.0 μg/mL). OAA/S was assessed after the target concentration had been reached for 10 minutes. The second blood oxygen level-dependent scan was conducted while maintaining propofol infusion. Plasma concentration was increased to 3.0 μg/mL and the same examinations were performed.

### Data acquisition

MRI was acquired on a 3.0 T MRI system (Magnetom Trio; Siemens, Erlangen, Germany). fMRI data were acquired using an echo-planar imaging sequence (repetition time/echo time =2,000/30 ms; flip angle =90°; field of view =256×256 mm^2^; matrix =64×64; slice thickness/gap =4.0/0.0 mm; voxel size =4.0×4.0×4.0 mm^3^; 32 interleaved slices). Each session lasted 5 minutes and 150 volumes were obtained. Additionally, high-resolution T1-weighted structural images were acquired at 1 mm isotropic resolution in the sagittal plane.

### Data preprocessing

fMRI data were preprocessed using SPM8 (<http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm>) and Data Processing Assistant for Resting-State fMRI.[@b16-ndt-11-2573] The following preprocessing steps were performed: discarding the first five slices for magnetization equilibrium; slice timing correction; head motion correction; spatial normalization; resampling to 3×3×3 mm size; smoothing with a 6 mm full-width at half-maximum Gaussian kernel; regressing nuisance signals (six motion parameters, global mean signal, and average blood oxygen level-dependent signals in ventricular and white matter regions); and temporal filtering (0.01--0.1 Hz). Two participants were excluded because of a displacement \>2 mm, or a spin \>2°.

Region definition
-----------------

We used regions of interest (ROIs) to define the DMN according to previous studies ([Table 1](#t1-ndt-11-2573){ref-type="table"}).[@b17-ndt-11-2573],[@b18-ndt-11-2573] All ROIs were defined as 12 mm spherical regions centered on the coordinates of a priori ROI. A thalamus ROI was defined to investigate the interaction between thalamus and DMN. Thalamus seed was extracted from the Harvard--Oxford cortical structural atlas (<http://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/fslwiki/Atlases>) with a threshold of 50% minimum probability.

Functional connectivity
-----------------------

Regional time series were extracted by averaging the fMRI time series of all voxels within the ROI. Pearson's correlation coefficient were computed between each pair of regional time series. The resulting correlation was transformed to approximate Gaussian distribution using Fisher's *r*--*z* transformation. Thus, we obtained a 12×12 DMN functional connectivity matrix for each subject.

Graph-theory analysis
---------------------

Graph-theory analysis was run on adjacency matrix G, defined by an undirected, weighted, and simple graph G = (V, E), where V = {1..., N} represents the node set and E = {e(i, j)} is the edge set. The e(i, j) is the edge between nodes i and j (i, j ∈V) and is associated with functional connectivity weight w~ij~ (0≤w~ij~ ≤1). A 0.1 threshold was applied to remove weak correlations caused by signal noise: $$e(i,j) = e_{ij},w_{ij} \geq 0.1$$ $$e_{ij} = \left\{ \begin{matrix}
{0,r_{ij} < 0.1} \\
{r_{ij},r_{ij} \geq 0.1} \\
\end{matrix} \right.$$where r~ij~ is the Pearson's correlation coefficient between i and j. The degree of each node, K~i,i~ *~∈~*~v~, was defined as the sum weights of connections linked to node *i*: $$K_{i} = {\sum_{j \in v}w}_{ij}$$

The degree K of a graph was the average degree of all the nodes in the graph: $$K = \frac{1}{N}{\sum_{i \in G}K_{i}}$$which is a measure to evaluate the strength of the brain functional network.

The clustering coefficient C~i~ can quantify how close the neighbors of the node i are. There are several definitions for clustering coefficient in weighted graphs. Here, we used the weighted clustering coefficient defined by Onnela et al[@b19-ndt-11-2573] which was previously implemented for functional brain network analysis:[@b20-ndt-11-2573] $$C_{i} = \frac{1}{k_{i}(k_{i} - 1)}{\sum_{j,h \neq i}{(w_{ij}w_{ih}w_{jh})}^{1/3}}$$

The clustering coefficient of the network C was the average of the clustering coefficient of all nodes and is a measure of functional segregation: $$C = \frac{1}{N}{\sum_{i \in G}C_{i}}$$

The shortest path length of two nodes L~ij~*~∈~*~v~, refers to the length of the shortest path between node i and j. The shortest path length of each node was defined as the mean shortest path length between node i and other nodes: $$L_{i} = \frac{1}{n - 1}{\sum_{j \in G,j \neq i}L_{ij}}$$where $$d_{ij} = {\sum_{\beta hk \in p_{i\rightarrow j}}l_{hk}}$$is the shortest weighted path length between i and j, and we used an inverse to map weight to length: $$l_{hk} = \frac{1}{W_{hk}}$$and p~i→j~ is the shortest weighted path from i to j. The characteristic path length of the network L is the average of the shortest path lengths between the nodes: $$L = \frac{1}{N}{\sum_{i \in G}L_{i}}$$L is a basic method for measuring integration of the network.

The global efficiency of the network is defined by the inverse of the harmonic mean of the shortest path length between each pair of nodes: $$E = \frac{1}{n}{\sum_{i \in G}{E_{i} = \frac{1}{n}{\sum_{i \in G}\frac{\sum_{i \in G,j \neq i}d_{ij}^{- 1}}{n - 1}}}}$$where E~i~ is the efficiency of node i.

The local efficiency of the network is a measure of the fault tolerance of the network: $$E_{loc} = \frac{1}{n}{\sum_{i \in G}{E_{loc,i} = \frac{1}{n}{\sum_{i \in G}\frac{\sum{}_{j,h \in G,j \neq i{({W_{ij}W_{ih}{\lbrack{d_{jh}{(N_{i})}}\rbrack}^{- 1}})}^{1/3}}}{n - 1}}}}$$where Eloc,i is the local efficiency of node i, and d~jh~ (N~i~) is the shortest path length between j and h, which contains only neighbors of i, using a 0.1 threshold.

Statistical analysis
--------------------

Statistical analysis focused on differences in functional connectivity and graph measures between different states of sedation. We used analysis of repeated measure analysis of variance with the Student's post hoc *t*-test in MATLAB (version 2012a; MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA) for all statistical operations. *P*\<0.01 was defined as significantly different.

Results
=======

General information
-------------------

Fourteen healthy Asian participants were enrolled (eight men and six women). Two participants were excluded due to head movements. Twelve participants were included (seven men and five women), aged 18--39 years (mean of 25.9 years), and weighing 48--75 kg (mean of 58 kg). Physiological parameters at each stage are displayed in [Table 2](#t2-ndt-11-2573){ref-type="table"}. Their OAA/S scores gradually decreased with increasing dose of propofol ([Table 3](#t3-ndt-11-2573){ref-type="table"}).

Changes in the overall DMN
--------------------------

Compared with the awake state, all parameters (mean degree, shortest path length, global efficiency, local efficiency, and clustering coefficient) displayed significant changes in the light and deep sedation states, while there was no difference between light and deep sedation states ([Table 4](#t4-ndt-11-2573){ref-type="table"}).

Variation of each DMN node
--------------------------

Compared with the awake state, the shortest path lengths of the left inferior temporal cortex (L.IT) (2.48±0.49 to 3.25±0.77), right inferior temporal cortex (R.IT) (2.63±0.78 to 3.30±0.73), right superior frontal cortex (R.Sup.F) (2.22±0.34 to 2.94±0.80), right parahippocampal gyrus (3.41±0.63 to 4.48±1.00), and left lateral parietal cortex (L.LatP) (2.26±0.39 to 2.89±0.62) in the light sedation state were significantly increased. The shortest path lengths of the posterior cingulate cortex (PCC) (3.04±0.80 to 3.80±0.82), anterior medial prefrontal cortex (aMPFC) (3.02±0.91 to 3.91±1.04), L.LatP (2.89±0.62 to 3.95±0.94), and right lateral parietal cortex (R.LatP) (3.21±0.84 to 4.09±0.81) were significantly increased in the deep sedation state compared with light sedation ([Figure 1](#f1-ndt-11-2573){ref-type="fig"}).

Variations of functional connectivity
-------------------------------------

Compared with the awake state, the connectivity between some pairs of nodes (R.IT and R.Sup.F, R.LatP, or cerebella tonsils, respectively; aMPFC and L.LatP; and L.IT and right parahippocampal gyrus) were significantly attenuated ([Figures 2](#f2-ndt-11-2573){ref-type="fig"} and [3A](#f3-ndt-11-2573){ref-type="fig"}) under light sedation. Compared with the light sedation state, the connectivity between some pairs of nodes (cerebella tonsils and L.LatP, R.LatP, R.Sup.F, or aMPFC, respectively; L.LatP and left superior frontal cortex; L.IT and aMPFC; and R.Sup.F and R.IT) were significantly attenuated under deep sedation ([Figures 2](#f2-ndt-11-2573){ref-type="fig"} and [3B](#f3-ndt-11-2573){ref-type="fig"}).

In addition, with decreasing alertness, the functional connectivity between thalamus and R.Sup.F decreased (*P*\<0.01 awake vs light sedation).

Discussion
==========

In the present study, DMN-related parameters (degree, average shortest path length, global efficiency, local efficiency, and clustering coefficient) reflected the activity of the overall network through the internal information integration ability of the network, information processing efficiency, and degree and extent of connectivity.[@b21-ndt-11-2573] Our results suggested that the DMN was progressively inhibited with propofol in a dose-dependent manner. The connectivity among nodes in the DMN gradually decreased with increasing dose of propofol. These results were consistent with the conclusion that the DMN was suppressed using sevoflurane[@b9-ndt-11-2573] and propofol.[@b10-ndt-11-2573],[@b22-ndt-11-2573]

In the present study, the changes of overall and functional connectivity among internal nodes in the DMN were consistent, suggesting that propofol gradually reduced the level of alertness and inhibited overall DMN. Thus, it can be inferred that an increasing dose of propofol was able to gradually reduce network activity through comprehensively inhibiting the integration and processing of the overall DMN information and connectivity among DMN's internal nodes, leading to a progressive decrease in alertness.

Some other studies have investigated the effects of different concentrations of propofol on DMN, but they did not describe the specific changes of DMN in light and deep sedation states.[@b10-ndt-11-2573],[@b22-ndt-11-2573] We found that all DMN parameters displayed significant changes in the light sedation state, while they only showed slight additional changes when deepening the sedation state. Therefore, we believe that the DMN can be considered an effective indicator of the impact of propofol on alertness. We speculate that this is one of the mechanisms by which a low dose of propofol is able to change the level of alertness.

In this study, PCC, aMPFC, and bilateral LatP were the nodes with the highest activity. Compared with overall DMN, they were suppressed only with a higher concentration of propofol due to their lower sensitivity, and their inhibition was related to further decreasing levels of alertness.

PCC is a core node in DMN,[@b23-ndt-11-2573],[@b24-ndt-11-2573] which has extensive fiber projection and transmission with PFC, superior frontal cortex, LatP, and parahippocampal gyrus (PHC); thus, PCC becomes a hub of information processing within the DMN.[@b24-ndt-11-2573],[@b25-ndt-11-2573],[@b26-ndt-11-2573] Greicius et al found that the PCC functional connectivity in the DMN was significantly reduced with midazolam.[@b27-ndt-11-2573] Stamatakis et al found that the functional connectivity of PCC in the DMN was retained under light sedation with propofol doses of 0.27 μg/mL and 0.67 μg/mL.[@b11-ndt-11-2573]

aMPFC is an important node in DMN, involved in integrating internal and external environments, emotions, and other information, and in information extraction.[@b28-ndt-11-2573] aMPFC and PCC are correlated with spontaneous thinking activities,[@b29-ndt-11-2573] including memories and vision of the future.[@b30-ndt-11-2573],[@b31-ndt-11-2573] Patients with medial prefrontal cortex impairment may have apparent deficiency of spontaneous thinking.[@b32-ndt-11-2573] Some studies have pointed out that PCC and aMPFC display reduced activity or attenuated functional connectivity in deep sleep,[@b3-ndt-11-2573] as well as with cognitive dysfunction caused by diseases such as Parkinson's disease[@b33-ndt-11-2573] and Alzheimer's disease.[@b7-ndt-11-2573] LatP is anatomically close to PCC and they are considered as a whole in some studies.[@b7-ndt-11-2573]

Based on this, we speculated that PCC, aMPFC, and bilateral LatP are high metabolic nodes in DMN at rest, playing a pivotal role in the network. Compared with the overall DMN, they are less sensitive to propofol, and their inhibition contributes to further decrease of the level of alertness. Thus, they are core sites for achieving deep sedation.

In this study, bilateral hemispheres in the same brain regions retained strong functional connectivity under deep sedation. Recent studies investigated the actual significance of the changes in functional connectivity between bilateral cortexes, but knowledge is still lacking. The activity synchronization of bilateral superior frontal cortex was significantly correlated with the accuracy of performance and level of alertness.[@b34-ndt-11-2573],[@b35-ndt-11-2573] Ono et al found that participants who had established a good functional connectivity between bilateral premotor cortexes were better at memory tasks.[@b36-ndt-11-2573]

In this study, the shortest path lengths of the bilateral temporal lobes were significantly increased from awake to light sedation states, while the functional connectivity between the temporal lobe and multiple nodes were significantly attenuated, suggesting that signal processing efficiency was greatly decreased, and its connectivity with other nodes in the network had significantly declined. Although participants were wearing earplugs to minimize noise, noise was not completely blocked. Therefore, it was equivalent to applying sound stimuli in the experiments. Some studies pointed out that although the response of auditory cortex to sound stimuli was reduced in different degrees of sedation with propofol, it was still present.[@b37-ndt-11-2573] Plourde et al found that the response of auditory cortex to sound stimuli was not completely blocked when alertness disappeared with a large dose of propofol, but the specific responses to different sounds and vocabulary stimuli were lost.[@b38-ndt-11-2573] The level of alertness depends on the effective exchange and integration of information between cortexes.[@b39-ndt-11-2573] More importantly, the functional connectivity of the temporal lobe as the auditory cortex with multiple nodes in the DMN was significantly decreased, suggesting that the information integration was greatly reduced, leading to a loss of significance of the sound stimuli. Thus, inhibition of DMN is part of the mechanism of decreased hearing in early sedation using propofol.

In the present study, there was no association between the thalamus and changes in DMN. Therefore, we speculated that they might play different roles in the occurrence, maintenance, and changes of alertness. Early studies of the mechanisms of altered alertness suggested that the thalamus was the main area of interest due to its specific anatomic status. However, the close association between alertness and the brain network is now recognized.[@b12-ndt-11-2573],[@b13-ndt-11-2573] Indeed, compared with the awake state, the functional connectivity of the thalamus and DMN was significantly changed in unconsciousness,[@b12-ndt-11-2573],[@b22-ndt-11-2573] while the relationship between the thalamus and DMN did not change significantly under light sedation.[@b13-ndt-11-2573] The present study further showed that compared with the awake state, the correlation between the thalamus and DMN did not show significant changes under light and deep sedation. As alertness originates from the information integration of the DMN and other extensive cortical networks, the thalamus provides a platform for information integration.[@b40-ndt-11-2573] The thalamus is closely related with loss of consciousness, while the changes of consciousness result from complex interactions between the DMN-based cortical network, thalamus, and brain stem.[@b41-ndt-11-2573] The thalamus acts as a swift conversion factor from the presence to loss of alertness,[@b41-ndt-11-2573] while the DMN presents a better correlation with gradual changes of alertness caused by anesthetics.[@b10-ndt-11-2573],[@b22-ndt-11-2573] The thalamus is closely correlated with loss of consciousness and its inhibition requires a larger dose of anesthetics.[@b42-ndt-11-2573] Previous studies have revealed the role of corticothalamic interactions in the maintenance of alertness and the effect of propofol on these interactions,[@b43-ndt-11-2573],[@b44-ndt-11-2573] which support the present study. The present study suggests that there is no change in connectivity between the mediodorsal thalamus and the DMN under sedation. Nevertheless, there are some discrepancies between the present study and these previous studies, but they may be due to the methodology, the patients, and the fact that we did not achieve loss of alertness.

This study has some limitations. Our experiment did not include a loss of consciousness state, since loss of consciousness with increasing propofol dose is often accompanied by respiratory depression, leading to elevation of end-tidal carbon dioxide pressure that may affect the accuracy of the data. In addition, prolonged experimental duration may irritate the participants and affect the experimental results.

Conclusion
==========

The DMN is the key target in sedation and hypnosis using propofol and it is gradually inhibited with decreasing level of alertness. The overall DMN is sensitive to propofol, in which it can be significantly inhibited by a small dose of propofol. PCC, aMPFC, and LatP are less sensitive to propofol, and they are significantly inhibited by a high concentration of propofol, further reducing the level of alertness.
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![Variation of shortest path length of DMN nodes under different states of alertness.\
**Notes:** The bars indicate mean ± standard deviation. ^▲^Light sedation state vs awake state *P*\<0.01. ^\*^Deep sedation state vs light sedation state *P*\<0.01.\
**Abbreviations:** aMPFC, anterior medial prefrontal cortex; Cereb, cerebellar tonsils; DMN, default mode network; L.IT, left inferior temporal cortex; L.LatP, left lateral parietal cortex; L.PHC, left parahippocampal gyrus; L.Sup.F, left superior frontal cortex; PCC, posterior cingulate cortex; R.IT, right inferior temporal cortex; R.LatP, right lateral parietal cortex; R.PHC, right parahippocampal gyrus; R.Sup.F, right superior frontal cortex; vMPFC, medial prefrontal cortex (ventral).](ndt-11-2573Fig1){#f1-ndt-11-2573}

![Mean functional connectivity within DMN for awake (**A**), light sedation (**B**), and deep sedation (**C**) states.\
**Notes:** X coordinates represent each brain region in DMN, where 1--12 represents aMPFC, L.Sup.F, R.Sup.F, vMPFC, L.IT, R.IT, L.PHC, R.PHC, PCC, L.LatP, R.LatP, and Cereb, respectively, and the color bar on the right represents the strength of functional connectivity.\
**Abbreviations:** aMPFC, anterior medial prefrontal cortex; Cereb, cerebellar tonsils; DMN, default mode network; L.IT, left inferior temporal cortex; L.LatP, left lateral parietal cortex; L.PHC, left parahippocampal gyrus; L.Sup.F, left superior frontal cortex; PCC, posterior cingulate cortex; R.IT, right inferior temporal cortex; R.LatP, right lateral parietal cortex; R.PHC, right parahippocampal gyrus; R.Sup.F, right superior frontal cortex; vMPFC, medial prefrontal cortex (ventral).](ndt-11-2573Fig2){#f2-ndt-11-2573}

![Significantly reduced functional connectivity within DMN from awake state to light sedation state and light sedation state to deep sedation state.\
**Notes:** (**A**) Significantly reduced functional connectivity within DMN from awake state to light sedation state (*P*\<0.01). (**B**) Significantly reduced functional connectivity within DMN from light sedation state to deep sedation state (*P*\<0.01).\
**Abbreviations:** aMPFC, anterior medial prefrontal cortex; Cereb, cerebellar tonsils; DMN, default mode network; L.IT, left inferior temporal cortex; L.LatP, left lateral parietal cortex; L.PHC, left parahippocampal gyrus; L.Sup.F, left superior frontal cortex; R.IT, right inferior temporal cortex; R.LatP, right lateral parietal cortex; R.PHC, right parahippocampal gyrus; R.Sup.F, right superior frontal cortex.](ndt-11-2573Fig3){#f3-ndt-11-2573}

###### 

Seed regions for the default mode network

  Brain region                         Abbreviations   MNI coordinates   BA
  ------------------------------------ --------------- ----------------- -----------
  Anterioredial prefrontal cortex      aMPFC           −3, 57, 21        10
  Left superior frontal cortex         L.Sup.F         −12, 45, 48       8 and 9
  Right superior frontal cortex        R.Sup.F         21, 42, 48        8 and 9
  Medial prefrontal cortex (ventral)   vMPFC           −3, 39, −2        10
  Left inferior temporal cortex        L.IT            −54, −3, −30      20 and 21
  Right inferior temporal cortex       R.IT            54, 0, −30        20 and 21
  Left parahippocampal gyrus           L.PHC           −24, −18, −27     35 and 36
  Right parahippocampal gyrus          R.PHC           24, −12, −27      35 and 36
  Posterior cingulate cortex           PCC             −3, −45, 33       31
  Left lateral parietal cortex         L.LatP          −54, −69, 36      39 and 40
  Right lateral parietal cortex        R.LatP          54, −63, 33       39 and 40
  Cerebellar tonsils                   Cereb           9, −51, −45       NA

**Abbreviations:** BA, Brodmann area; MNI, Montreal Neurological Institute; NA, not applicable.

###### 

Physiological parameters at the awake, light sedation, and deep sedation states

  Index     Awake state   Light sedation state, plasma concentration of 1.0 μg/mL   Deep sedation state, plasma concentration of 3.0 μg/mL
  --------- ------------- --------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------
  MAP       88±8          82±8                                                      75±7
  HR        66±9          64±7                                                      68±8
  SpO~2~    100±0         99±1                                                      98±2
  EtCO~2~   38.1±2.4      38.9±2.1                                                  44.3±2.7

**Note:** Results are presented as mean ± standard deviation.

**Abbreviations:** EtCO~2~, end-tidal carbon dioxide; HR, heart rate; MAP, mean arterial pressure; SpO~2~, oxygen saturation.

###### 

Number of participants in three different alertness states with Observer's Assessment of Alertness/Sedation scale (OAA/S) score

  OAA/S score   Awake state   Light sedation state   Deep sedation state
  ------------- ------------- ---------------------- ---------------------
  5             12            1                      0
  4             0             11                     0
  3             0             0                      3
  2             0             0                      9

###### 

DMN network attribute parameters in three different alertness states

  Index                    Awake state   Light sedation state                                   Deep sedation state
  ------------------------ ------------- ------------------------------------------------------ -------------------------------------------------------
  Mean degree              4.58±0.71     3.66±1.01[▲](#tfn5-ndt-11-2573){ref-type="table-fn"}   2.97±0.78[\*](#tfn6-ndt-11-2573){ref-type="table-fn"}
  Shortest path length     2.74±0.41     3.46±0.83[▲](#tfn5-ndt-11-2573){ref-type="table-fn"}   4.31±0.91[\*](#tfn6-ndt-11-2573){ref-type="table-fn"}
  Global efficiency        0.45±0.05     0.37±0.08[▲](#tfn5-ndt-11-2573){ref-type="table-fn"}   0.31±0.06[\*](#tfn6-ndt-11-2573){ref-type="table-fn"}
  Local efficiency         0.39±0.06     0.30±0.09[▲](#tfn5-ndt-11-2573){ref-type="table-fn"}   0.24±0.07[\*](#tfn6-ndt-11-2573){ref-type="table-fn"}
  Clustering coefficient   0.38±0.07     0.29±0.09[▲](#tfn5-ndt-11-2573){ref-type="table-fn"}   0.23±0.07[\*](#tfn6-ndt-11-2573){ref-type="table-fn"}

**Notes:** Results are shown as mean ± standard deviation, n=12. *P*\<0.01 between the three groups for all variables, according to analysis of variance.

*P*\<0.01 between light sedation and awake states;

*P*\<0.01 between deep sedation and awake states. There was no significant difference between light and deep sedation states.

**Abbreviation:** DMN, default mode network.
